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Olympic quali�ers: Gymnast Dipa Karmakar

bags gold at Rio event

by Devin Neal | April 20, 2016 | 12:32
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This is going be to be first time ever in the history of Olympics that an Indian woman will participate in its gymnastic events.
Currently, Dipa is known to be a phenomenon in the vault event that requires an athlete to sprint towards an apparatus and
acrobatically jump over it, do multiple somersaults and execute a ideal landing.

She will be chosen following the selection trial at the Australian Gymnastics Championships, to be held at Melbourne's Hisense
Arena on May 23. It's a rare feat achieved by an Indian gymnast in a global event. Deepa Karmakar, 22, made this happen when
she scored 52.698 in an Olympic qualifying event taking place in Rio, Brazil, making it to the event scheduled to happen later in
the year.

"Dipa was crushed after she failed to qualify for the Olympics at the world event but she is a fighter and was determined to make
the grade".

Williams balanced her Olympic training with her responsibilities to Cal.

Deepak Kagra is an worldwide referee and he said that after watching Dipa's performance they all know that they would qualify
for Rio Olympics.

"Have qualified for Rio", was gymnast Dipa Karmakar's short text message to her father, Dulal, soon after etching her name in
the record books on Sunday. This is a prestigious accomplishment, as she'll be the first gymnast to represent Jamaica at the
Olympics.

This gold won by Dipa in vaults has nothing to do with her Olympic qualification in the artistic event, which is an all-round
competition.

Riyaz Ahmed, vice-president of Gymnastics Federation of India (GFI) said, "This is a great achievement, and gymnasts will
benefit from Dipa's gold-winning effort". We are ready to extend necessary support to her. Dipa's feat would surely encourage
Indian gymnasts in general and Tripura sports persons in particular. She now joins fellow Irish gymnast Kieran Behan, who
qualified for the Games on Saturday. Besides, being the first Indian woman, she will also be an Indian gymnast qualifying for the
quadrennial extravaganza after 52 long years, he added.

Gymnastics receives little funding in the cricket-mad country, and the 2014 Commonwealth Games bronze medallist has spoken
in the past about battling against the odds. "The warm reception feels good and now people are aware that Indians too can be
good at artistic gymnastics".




















